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Space Analysis of Radio Signals 1,2 

John B. Smyth 

(August 22, 1960) 

The radio antenna is viewed as a space frequency fil ter with an output just eq ual to t he 
co nvolu t ion of its transfer funct ion with the radio field iIl u minati ng its apert ure. An cq uivalon t 
uncer tainty principJe limi ts t he accuracy with which t he spatial distribution of t ho rad io 
fi eld may be determined. The radio field generated by an antenna is distorted in p ass ing 
into t he ionosphere, generating ll ew s pace frequ encies which is t he information contain ed in 
t he field at t he roceiving antenna. The ener gy diffracted in to the difl'e ront orders w ill appear 
to arri ve from d ifferent directions, a nd t he angle of a rrival for a g ive n ordor \\ill be a func
t ion of t he radiofroqu ency . 

1. Introduction 

R adio fi elds fl,re fun ctions of space and t ime of 
the form 

j(wt+k· i=), 

where w is 27r times the t ime frequency in cycles per 
unit time and 

(I ) 

is 27r t imes the space frequen cy 3 in cycles per uni t 
distance along the given direction. A monochro
maLic plane wave propagating in a homogeneous 
isotropic medium 'will have sp fl,ce frequencies ranging 
from zero along directions in the plane of the wave 
fron t to a maximum equal to 27r divided by the wave 
length along the direction of propagation . For direc
tions making an angle (J with the direction of propfl,
gation, the space frequency, or wave )lumber becomes 

27r 
k(e)=-y:: cos (J. (2) 

If the t ime fr equ ency of the pbne wave is )lot con
stant, then the space frequency will no t be constant 
fl,long directions other than (J = 90 0, which cor
responds to zero space frequency. Thus, a radio 
wave modulated in the time domain has a correspond
ing rnodulfl,tion in the space domain. 

Even with a source monochromatic in the t ime 
domain , there is a spectrum of space frequencies 
which is generated by the radiating system , and 
this spectrum is a unique property of the current 
distribution associated with the radiating structure. 
In a homogeneous isotropic medium, the field every
where is described in terms of this spectrum . In 
nonhomogeneous media this spectrum is continually 
modified as the wave propagates along, the inhomo
geneiLies generate new space frequencies which feed 

1 Conl ri bution from Smyth Research Associates, 3555 Aero Court, Sa n 
D iego ll , Calif. 

2 Paper presented at COllfcrence on T'ransmission Prob1ems Related to Iligh-
Frequency D irection l' inding, at UCLA, June 21- 24,1960. . 

3 ']~]lC s pace freque ncies arc frequently ca]Jed wave numbers a ncl somctllnes 
mocles, but it is felt that the term space fre quency is more a ppropriate in l his 
d iscuss ion . 
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on the energy of the original field. Other trea t
ments of the effects of inhomogeneities, with special 
application to Lhe ionosphere, have been reviewed 
by R atcliffe [1956]. 

2 . Space Signals Developed Over 
Ionospheric Links (1.5- 15 McJs) 

Tropospheric effects at these frequencies will 1:>e 
macroscopic in nature and the gross decrease In 

refractive index with elevation will produce a down
ward bending which will amount to some 22 min at 
a n elevation ftngle or 2°, ftnd 3 min at 20°. The 
ionosphere on t he other band , will appear dense and 
turbulent to t he ralliat ion propfl,gating in tJ lC forward 
direction . 

H , aL each t urning point of the radio ray, a reflect
ing plane parallel to the earth is assum ed, and t he 
in Lerven ing medium is considered homogeneous, 
t hen the radio {ield developed at the ear th is just that 
a sociated wiLh the image of Lhe transmitter. Since 
the transmitter is aL a large di sLan ce from "he r eceiver, 
t he wave arriving arc alm ost plane and the pbase 
wave lengLh ill a plane tangent to t he cfl, lth's surf~ce 
is t he mtio of the radio wave length to i he cosme 
of the elevation angle. 

The meclium betw'een the reflecting plane and the 
ear th is nonbomogeneous. In addition to the more or 
less regular change of electron clen it~T with elevation 
t here arc irregular patches o( ionization and , In 

particular, filaments left in tho wake of meteors. at 
elevations between 80 and 120 km. In propagatmg 
t brough these irregularities, the radio waves are 
distor ted and the imfl,ge of t he t ransmitting antenna 
in the ionospheric mirror becomes blurred . There 
<lre ionospheric cOllditions where the ray path ~l) ay 
indicate directions up t o 180 0 off the great CIrcle 
path between the transmitter and the receiver. In 
any case all that is available to the observer is the 
ou 'tput v~ltage frJID the antenna which is gener~ted 
by tbe radio {i.eld in its aperture. Certain ded~ctIOns 
are made based upon the sampling of the radIO field 
with the antenna which is nothing more than a bf\,Jl~
pass space frequency filter. If the an tenn a I S 

rotated this is equivalent to shifting the pass-b and 
across the space frequency domain in a. given direc-



tion. If the radio field consists of a single plane 
wave, the output voltage from the antenna will b e 
its transfer function for this specific cut in the space 
frequency domain . For an arbitrary radio field 
illumination, the output from an antenna is the 
convolution of the radio field with its transfer 
function. As the antenna rotates, there may be 
several peaks in the output, each corresponding to 
increased signal derived from certain of the space 
frequencies making up the space signal. These 
results are usually interpreted as multipath trans
mission, whp,re the signal is assumed to be corning 
from several directions. 

2 .1. Radio Field Distortion in 
Nonhomogeneous Medium 

Returning to the assumed case of a plane r eflector 
at the ray turning point in the ionosphere, the radio 
field at the receiver can be considered as produced 
by translnission from the image transmitter through 
the inhomogeneous stratum, the ionosphere. Let 
it be assumed that the ionosphere is plane and 
horizontally stratified and the transmission problem 
is depicted in figure 1. If the separation of T' 
the transmitter image and R, the receiver (along the 
Z direction) is large compared with the layer thick
ness 2l, the radiation incident on the layer may b e 
assumed plane. In this case, the solution of the 
field as a function of z is all that is required. 

A plane wave polarized normal to the incident 
plane will produce a field in the inhomogeneous 
m edium of the form 

E x(z, t) = A (z ,t) sin [wt-kzz+l"(z,t)l (3) 

This field satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation 

cPEx+ k2E =j (E OEx) dz2 z x x, ot (4) 

If it is assumed that A and I" are slowly varying 
functions of z, so that to a first approximation j 

( oEx) E x, 2)t may be neglected, then the unperturb ed 

TRANSM IT TER IMAGt. 

---- P'+-----
IONOSPHER E /-_+1 
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FIGURE 1. Ionospheric link- downcoming waves generated by 
hori zontally stratified inhomogeneous layer. 

solution becomes 

(5) 
and 

°O~X=-Akz cos (wt-kzz+ I")' (6) 

Differentiating (3) with respect to z and substitut

ing for 0:!zx from (6) yields 

A' sin [wt-kz+l"l + AI'" cos [wt - lcz+l"l= O. (7) 

Taking the derivative of (6) with respect to Z and 
substituting into (4) yields 

(8) 

Multiplying (7) by sin [wt-kz+I"J and (8) by G) 
cos [wt - k z+l"l and 

adding gives 

(9) 

In a similar manner 

(10) 

It is assumed that the rates of change of the ampli
tude and phase vary little in a space period 27r/k . 

oA Oil' 
The mean values fo 1)2 and ()Z in one period are 

given by: 

oA 1 (2" ( OEx) 
?)i= 27rk J 0 j Ex,Tt cos k z d(kz) , ( 11 ) 

Oil' 1 (2" ( oEx). 
o z =-27rkAJo j Ex,Tt smkzd(kz) . (12) 

If j ( E x, °o~x) is a function of E x only, the average 

change in the amplitude of the radio field over a wave 
length is zero. On the other hand, equation (12) does 
not vanish, and the phase change per wave length is 
the first order effect associated with the penetration 
of the field into the inhomogeneous m edium. For the 
case where the dominant term in j is a function of 

°o~x, the variation in amplitude is the first order 

effect , as would be expected in cases where dissipation 
overrides linear and nonlinear restoring forces. 
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In the case of high frequency radio wave transmis
sion through the ionosphere, it is expected that the 
cases of in teres t are those for which the firs t order 
effect is a phase distortion . In any event, for direc
tion finding applications , conditions which produ ce 
attenuation will reduce the space signal at the receiv
ing antenna and limit the usefulness of this propf\,
gf\, tion mod e. As the radio wave front progresses in Lo 
t he ionospheric layer, some par ts of it arc advanced 
in plmse with respect to other par ts as a result of the 
blob by, granular index of refraction structure of t he 
medium. It will be assumed that the first order effect 
of the inhomogeneous layer on the emergin g radio 

I field is a phase distortion ; which, of course, will pro
duce an amplitude varia tion in the far field. An 
optics sys tem is a good example of this phenomenon : 
a plane light wave incident upon a lens is distorted in 
phase but not amplitude in a plane imm ediately 
behind the lens, and this aperture fi eld distribution 
creates the usual variation in intensity in the fo cal 
pla ne. Thus, a distortion in the phase of the radio 
fi eld by the ionosphere will cref\,te n ew space fre
quencies which modulate the space signal at the 
earth's surface. The movemen ts of the ionospheric 
irregularities will create a time and space varia tion 
of the phase distortion which in tum produces a tim e 
and space varia tion of the amplitude of the radio 

} field at the surface of tbe earth. 
In ord er to describe t he output of the receiving 

an tenna, it is necessary to specify the space signal in 
its aperture plane. The phase distor tion produced 
by the ionosphere may b e described in tenus of i ts 
Fourier components. For simplicity, let i t be as
sumed that at z= l the phase distortion has a domi
nant component along the y direction with ampli
tude, a, and space fl'equeDcy or wavenumber lea. The 
amplitude of the radio fi eld is assumed constfLnt and 
the phase in equ ation (3) is given by 

(13) 
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F IGURE 2. Energy di ffm cted into fit'st three orders as a junc
tion oj the radio phase distortion. 

It can be shown [Smyth, 1959] that this phase di -
tortion over a distance y= 2 b will diffract energy 
in to other radio wave space frequencies with ampli
tude given by 

A(ley) =~ a> J m(a) sin (kv- mlea)b, (14) 
7r _a> (ley- mka)b 

where J m (a) is the Bessel function of order m, and a, 
is the amplitude of the phase distortion . The radio 
space frequency in this case is i ts v alue along the 
Y-fLxis, where, of course, the cos 8 in equation (2) is 
replaced by sin 8. If the region over which the phase 
dis tortion takes place is large comp ared with the 
radio wave frequency, then the ampli tude of the new 
space frequencies generated by diffraction will differ 
from zero only in the immediate vicini ty of the 
spectral lines 

since the fun ction 

sin (ley- mlea) b 
(lcy - mka) b 

(15) 

(16) 

is fL maximum value ['or zero argum en t . The inten-
i.ty of the radio field diffracted into each oreler is 

given by the square of the amplitud e function , J.m 
(a), which is just uniLy, wh en m = O and a= O. ThlS 
is the ca e of no distortion and for this case equation 
(14) reduces to a single line, lc 1J = O, which is just the 
original pl ane wfLve. It is of interes t to look at equa
tion (14) and observe the efi'ect of mdio frequ ency 
on the amplitude of the diffracted orders. Fig ure 
(2) gives J ;" (a) for m= O, 1, 2. It is elear that the 
energy diffracted ou t of the original plane wave never 
completely refLppears in any one high er order. For 
small phase distortion we have 

J (27r L)~1 
o i\ ' 

(17) 

where a= (27rL ji\ ) is the amplitude of th e radio phase 
variation from its mean value. Capital L is the 
deviation of the radio phase from the mean . 

3 . Antenna as Space Frequency Filter 

3.1 . Antenna Response 

The output voltage of an antenna is determined 
by its filter characteristics and the electromagnetic 
field in which it is immersed. For a given orienta
tion of fLn antenna, the output voltage is a single
valued function ot the distribution of electromagnetic 
field over the effective aperture of the antenna, but 
unfortunately the converse is not true, there are an 
infinite number of field distributions that will yield 
the specified voltage outpll t . 
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Let the aperture plane of the antenna be the xy 
plane z= O. If the antenna is fed radio energy at a 
constant time frequency, a resulting field dIstribu
tion E(X,11) will be maintained over the aperture 
plane. This aperture distribution may be repre
sented by a spectral distribution of space frequen cies 
in much the same "vay that a time signal may be 
represented in the time frequency domain. In terms 
of plane wave functions, the space representation of 
the ficld is given in the space frequeney domain by 
the tln'ee dimensional Fourier transform: 

(18) 

where A(kx,ky,kz) is the amplitude of the plane wave 
associated with the direction (kx,kll ,kz) , and, as usu al , 
the space frequency components in the cartesian 
coordinate system fLre r elated as follows: 

lei + k~ + k~ = 7c2. (19) 

For the case where all the space frequency com
ponents are real, the fields are propagated waves 
and t he amplitud e function A(k) evalu ated for the 
field distribution over any plane is just the polar 
diagram of this particular radio field distribution 
[Booker and Clemmow, 1950]. 

Fields in the xy DIane, for which k;+ k~>lc 2 
correspond to waves beyond cutoff in the z direction 
and these make up the so- called "induction field" of 
the aperture distribution. The distorted rfLdio fi eld 
emanating from the ionosphere may have components 
in the current distribution whieh are of this type, in 
which case the antenna will be in t he induction field 
for these components. At the distance involved, 
only the spectral components of the induction field 
in the immediate region of cu toff will be felt at the 
ground, since the higher space frequencies will be 
attenuated rapidly with distance. 

Considering the field in the aperture plane z= O, 
the space frequency representation of the radio field 
and t he field distribution in space are r elated by the 
two-dimensional Fourier transform pan' 

A (kx,ky) = II E (x, y)ejk"x+jkpdxdy , 

E(x, y) = II A (kx, lcy)e-jkxHk"Ydkxdky. (20) 

The output of an antenna placed in this field dis
tribution will simply be the superposition of the re
sponses to the various plane wave components in 
the field Illuminating the antenna aperture. In 
terms of the space frequencies, the space signal l S 

just 

(21) 

where 0 is the impulse function in the space frequency 
domain; that is, a plane wave of unit strength arl'lV
ing from some direction kwiLh the property 

k~ ,c.ky. (22) 

Let the impulse response of the antenna be G(kx,ky ), 
then the output will be the sum of the responses 
created by the input signal and may be written thus: 

or , 

V (kx,ky) = I I G(kx- k;,ky- lc;)A(k;, lc~ ) clk; clk;, 

V(lcx,k y) = I I G(k;,lc~).!l (kx- lc;,lcy- k; )clk;clk; 

(23) 

since the output must be the same linear combina
tion of the displaced signal as the displaced response. 
Now, if the signal is the unit impulse function, the 
output will be just the space frequency filt er response 
function . 

V(kx,ky) = I I G (lc;,k;) o (kx -lc~ ,ky- lc~) cllc;dk;= G(kx,k1l) ' 
(24) 

Since the aperture field input may be expressed as 
the superpositlon of impulse functions with appro
priate amplitude and phase, the output will be the 
convolution of the input space frequencies and the 
impulse response of the antenna, which is the voltage 
"gain-function" of the antenna. Thus, the antenna 
output is uniquely given by the input signal ; on the 
other hand, t he space signal is not a single-valued 
fun ction of the output. 

It is clear that the output given in equation (24) 
will be the filter response function when the input 
is a plane wave function. When the input is of 
more complex nature, the output will not be simply 
related to the filt er transfer function. For some un
known reason, many radio people have chosen to 
assume that the input signal is always of the form 
of a single plane wave, and that the outpu t resulting 
from the convolution of the actual input signal and 
the fil ter response function of the an tenna is a new 
response function for the antenna. This practice 
of absorbing the unknown aperture distribution of 
the radio field in to the antenna filter function has 
led to considerable confusion, where some people 
have gone so far as to state that the antenna placed 
in a nonplane wave radio field "lost its gain." 4 A 
more sophisticated way of putting the same thing 
is the more current statement that there has de
veloped an "antenna-to-medium coupling loss." 
Of course, the antenna is excited by the radio field 

4 This reminds us of th e small boy riding his bicycle down a rough road, con
cluding that each time a wheel rolled over a depression that the wheel lost it. 
diameter. 
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in its aperLure and this radio field is influenced by 
the medium; but in electromagnetic theory the 
differences in physical properties of media are ac
counted for by charge and current dis tributions . 
Thus, Lhe only way an antenna can be coupled to a 
medium is through the fields. For example, it 
would be of ques tionable value to couple to a wave
guide capable of propagating many modes without 
r egard to the mode being transmitted a t the t ime. 
E ven though the so-called m edium r emains the same 
independent of the mode being propagated , the 
fields are quite differen t , and the concep t of antenna
to-m edium coupling loss is of no r eal u tili ty. 

In general , the field distribu tion across the aper ture 
of the an tenna will change with time and conse
quently the output from the an tenn a most likely 
will change with time. Both tropospheric and 
ionospheric transmission studies indicate that the 
functional fonn of the aperture field , E(x, y ,), 
changes with time associa ted wi th a continual re
disLJ'ibution of radio energy among the differen t space 
frequencies. In direct ion findin g experiments this 
corresponds to a meandering and spread in the ap
parent direction and location of the transmi tter. 
Even when the propagaLion effect are neglected , a 
t im e modulation of the radio :ficld will produce 
an uncertainty in the determination of the angle of 
arrival. This effect has been discussed by D ausin 
et al. , [1959], who have shown that the error efLn 
become appreciable ,\Then the Lime represen ted by 
t he reciprocal of the bandwid th is less than the 
propagation tim e across the a ntenna aper ture. 

3.2. Uncertainty Principle 

If the space sign al could be sampled at a point by 
an isotropic an tenna, and even if t he radio fLOld at 
t he point could be m easured wi th unlimi ted preci
sion, the signal variation in space or direction of 
arrival would be completely undetermined. To 
gain inform tt tion on t he space signal which contain 
information on the arrival direction requires t he 
u tilization of space. Again considering the xy 
plane z= O as the an tenna aperture plane, the range 
of uncer tainty in the space frequencies making up 
the signal along a given direction in th e plane is 
r elated to the available aperture in that direction 
by the relationship 

(25) 

This is, in essence, the celebrated "Uncertainty 
Principle." The direction property of an antenna 
is a good example of this principle ; if it is desired to 
radiate most of the energy in a specific direction then 
t he effective aperture must be large. At first glance 
one might conclude that supergaining violates this 
r ela tionship , bu t this is not the case as can be soen 
from the fact that th e effective aperture of the 
antenna increases with increase in antenna gain 
according to the r elationship (25). Diffraction of 
light by a slit clearly demonstrates this phenomenon. 
Any attemp t to pass a plane wave through a confined 
r egion generates new space frequencies which sprefLd 
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F l GURE 3. Con stant s pace signal oJ finite extent and i ts s pace 
}'1'equency spect1'1i1n. 

the energy out about the original direction k in 
inverse rela tionship to the wid t h of the slit. 

Suppose tha t a plane wave is inciden t normally on 
the xy plane and its amplitude is measured over a 
s trip of finite width or. If i t is ass umed that the 
space signal is zero outside this range, Lhen th e space 
freq uency spectrum is given by 

(26) 

This space signal fmd i ts specLl'luu is shown in 
figure 3. On th e other hfLnd, any con tinuous sp ace 
signal wi th con tinuous first derivatives will fLppear 
to be constant over a space in terval chosen small 
enough. If , in this case, the space signal is assumed 
to be constant t hroughout space, t he space frequency 
spectrum will reduce Lo a single discrete line. Clearly, 
Lhen , there fLre an infini te number of spectral disLri
butions which would yield the same space signal 
over !1 given range. ~o define a spectrum uniquely, 
t he slgnal mu st be defmed over t he entll'e xy pla ne. 
Thus, given a r egion or space over which the sig nal 
will be s ampled, (25) places a limi t on t he aCC Ul' fLCY 
wiLh which t he space Jreq ueney may be specifi ed . 

An example or some practical in terest is the sp fl,ce 
signal distortion genemted by the transmi ssion of a 
plane wave through an inhomogeneous medium such 
a . t he ear th 's atmosphere, including bo th the tropo
sphere and the ionosphere. This will deteriomte 
further the accuracy wi th which the space frequency 
may b e specified and the rela tionship in (25) is indeed 
an inequali ty. The question asked concerns the 
possibility of filtering out the space frequency noise 
as a m eans of reducing the magni t ud e of the product 
on the left side of (25). If t he characteristics of t he 
space frequency noise are known, i t should be pos
sible to design optimum space frequ ency filters to 
reduce the uncertainty in the direc tion of arrival of 
the desired signal. 
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